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1 Two Kinds of Counter-Examples to the Kantian Universalization Test

Kant claimed that there is just one supreme principle of ethics, the ‘‘categorical
imperative…: Act only in accordance with that maxim through which you can at the
same time will that it become a universal law’’ (G 4:421).1 According to this
particular version of the principle, which he calls the Formula of Universal Law
(FUL), a maxim (understood here via O’Neill’s schema as M: In circumstances C, I
will do action A, to achieve end E2) is morally acceptable just if it can be willed as a
universal law; i.e., if its universal practice can be willed by some agent without
thereby willing a contradiction in this same agent’s will. Such a contradiction
appears when the agent wills both 1) the satisfaction of some end, and 2) the
absence of some necessary conditions for satisfying this end or some other end the
agent is rationally committed to, i.e. the agent thereby wills conditions under which
it is impossible to satisfy such an end, or perhaps even to attempt to act upon the
maxim in the first place (G 4:424). The second and fourth of Kant’s famous four
examples (G 4: 422–423) exemplify maxims which generate contradictions in the
attempt to will that all agents follow them. It is sometimes thought that the first and
third examples do not make use of universalization, but actually these exemplify
contradictions generated from willing the temporal universality of the maxim, i.e.
willing that they had always been followed by previous time-stages of the current
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agent, showing that both spatial or inter-agential and temporal universality is
included in Kant’s conception of willing a universal law as a law of nature; temporal
universality may be implicitly appealed to in the other two examples as well.3 Note
that some authors have distinguished between the universal law and law of nature
formulations of the categorical imperative, but Kant does not seem to do so, and I
will follow this more common interpretation which identifies the two.

It is important to stress an often overlooked feature of Kant’s conception of a
contradiction in will, namely that the ends whose frustration may generate a
contradiction in will include not only the end of the maxim in question, but also the
ends of other maxims we are contingently committed to and which apply to the
current situation (until and unless we choose to give up or defer their satisfaction),
as well as any necessary ends of rational agency (such as continued life, or the
development of one’s talents enabling one to more rationally and effectively pursue
and satisfy ends generally). I will collectively call these the agent’s ‘‘rational ends’’
(of course, the purported rationality of the end of the maxim itself can be defeated if
it fails the test). Kant appeals to necessary ends in his first and third examples, and
implicitly appeals to consistency with the contingent ends of other maxims in the
fourth example, since it is presumably not the end of one’s present maxim of non-
beneficence, but some other end, perhaps the end of some other maxim one is
committed to but not currently acting upon, which will be frustrated by universal
non-beneficence. Consistency with this broader set of ends is also suggested by the
third ‘‘kingdom of ends’’ formulation of the categorical imperative, requiring that
we legislate our maxims, including those of ‘‘special’’ or contingent ends of our
own, so as to form a harmonious unity both among themselves and amongst the
maxims and ends of all other rational beings supposed to be legislating in the same
manner (G 4:433). Many philosophers discuss the FUL as if contradictions in will
only came about through willing the frustration of the end named in the maxim
under consideration, but there is little textual basis for this view, and certainly no
logical one. This error is the source of certain ‘‘false positives’’ like that of a suicidal
killer, or someone who intends to smother a baby in order to get a good night’s rest,
which have puzzled some of the best commentators on Kant, yet can be resolved by
recognizing that contradictions can be generated by frustrating any of our rational
ends.4 Complex issues arise if we are satisfying one end at the expense of another,
for of course a maxim needn’t be irrational if its universalization frustrates some
ends but satisfies some more important ones, but we can set aside such subtleties as
none of my examples will rest upon cases where judgments of relative weight and
priority are in play.

Yet even thus understood, an obvious problem with Kant’s approach was
remarked upon by C.D. Broad nearly a century ago: what works (or does not
contradict my will, etc.) in a universal-compliance world (or, U world), where
everyone is following the same maxim, is not necessarily what works so well in a

3 Ted McNair, ‘‘Universal Necessity and Contradictions in Conception,’’ Kant-Studien 91 (2000),
pp. 25–43; Joshua M. Glasgow, ‘‘Expanding the Limits of Universalization: Kant’s Duties and Kantian
Moral Deliberation,’’ Canadian Journal of Philosophy 33 (March 2003), pp. 23–48.
4 See, for instance, Christine Korsgaard, Creating the Kingdom of Ends (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1996), p. 100.
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non-U world.5 This generates ‘‘false positives’’ of a quite different sort than those
mentioned above, in which agents’ ends get satisfied just when everyone is
following the same maxim, but not otherwise. Consider the following:

The Maxim of Left-Hand Driving (MLHD): When I want to drive somewhere, I
will drive on the left side of the road, to arrive safely.6

The Maxim of Absolute Pacifism (MAP): In all situations, I will refrain from
violence, to promote peace and safety.7

The Maxim of Divisible Assistance (MDA): Whenever a large number of persons
could benefit from the help of others, I will divide the total amount of help needed
by the number of persons (like myself) available to help, and give exactly this
amount of help.
The Maxim of Green Hats (MGH): I will always both wear a green hat, and
brutally kill anyone I meet who refuses to wear a green hat, in order to promote
the wearing of green hats.

These false-positive maxims obviously pass the FUL test; they are also palpably
immoral, as there are cases where following them will reliably lead to massive
unnecessary harm to other rational beings. Indeed, a clear way to state the problem
is that following such maxims in non-U worlds generates a contradiction in will, by
willing the frustration of the relevant ends of many rational agents; yet Kant’s test
proposes that we only consider whether they generate contradictions in will in U
worlds, when we are palpably not in any such world. Nor are they amenable to being
fixed in the same way the more commonly-discussed kinds of false positives can
be—by considering a larger range of the current agent’s rational ends which may be
frustrated by the maxim’s universalization—for if these maxims are truly followed
universally, no such ends will be frustrated at all.

It might be objected that no one (in Britain, for example) actually follows
MLHD, for instead they follow more sensible maxims like driving according to
local convention. Of course this is true, but that just proves the point at hand:
MLHD passes the FUL, but nobody follows MLHD, doubtless in part because they
know it is morally wrong. Therefore the FUL is not strong enough to support this
blindingly-obvious moral conclusion, and cannot be, as Kant claimed, merely a
more rigorous restatement of our common-sense intuitions (G 4:392). Common
sense is far smarter than the FUL here.

Of course, something like MAP is sometimes held up as a plausible moral
principle; and there are many who admire its idealism. But surely it should not be
followed, for example, by police officers confronting a gunman who is shooting
people at random in public. Peter Singer argued that many people mistakenly follow
a principle like MDA, when the fact of others’ non-assistance actually means our

5 C.D. Broad, ‘‘On the Function of False Hypotheses in Ethics,’’ International Journal of Ethics 26
(1916).
6 Russell Hardin, Morality Within the Limits of Reason (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988),
p. 67.
7 Jonathan Harrison, ‘‘Utilitarianism, Universalization, Heteronomy, and Necessity, or UnKantian
Ethics’’, in Nelson Potter & Mark Timmons (eds.), Morality and Universality: Essays on Ethical
Universalizability (Boston: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1985), p. 252.
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obligation may be to give more than this strictly proportional help.8 In contrast, no
one would seriously begin to consider MGH a valid moral principle, although
certain extreme religious fanatics have at times violently insisted upon the
observance of rituals not much stranger than this one. In any case it too passes the
FUL with flying colors.

Note that we can modify some of these maxims with fairly simple qualifications,
prescribing different actions depending upon what other agents are doing, to avoid
willing a contradiction in non-U worlds. For example, by willing that we drive
according to local convention, or that we refrain from violence except when
defending ourselves or other innocent beings from great harm, we significantly
reduce the risk that we or other agents following such maxims will frustrate our
ends, and avoid willing a contradiction. The second clause of MGH’s action
component must be entirely discarded for the same effect, of course. These
modifications seem intuitively sensible, and on a par with the kinds of qualifications
which, as Christine Korsgaard urged, can be used to correct many false negative
maxims—those which apparently fail the FUL but which are obviously innocuous.9

For instance, ‘‘I will play tennis Sunday morning to relax’’ cannot be a universal
law, for it is impossible for all to follow it in a world where we do not have quite
enough tennis courts for this. But a slightly modified version of the maxim will pass
the test, qualifying its antecedent conditions with ‘‘…unless the tennis courts are
already full’’. The arguments that, first, such implicit qualifications correctly
describe our real intentions in normal cases, which are described only inexactly by
certain abbreviated maxims, and second, that a hypothetical agent who did not so
qualify such maxims would indeed be acting wrongly (say, by contributing to a
dangerous mob in the tennis-playing case), seem compelling. Since the unqualified
false negative maxims fail the FUL test, it can force us to make those qualifications.
Barbara Herman objects to this strategy because it could also be used to make free-
riding maxims pass the test, but we will soon see that this is not the case, once we
make other necessary corrections to this test.10

However the unqualified false positive maxims described above already pass the
FUL test, so it cannot compel us to fix them, which should be a serious scandal for
Kantian ethics. It seems that false positives of this particular sort have rarely been
considered with respect to Kantian ethics. When they have been raised, a common
response is to suggest that these cannot be real maxims, or at least not the sort of
maxim that Kant intended to be tested by the FUL. In one such view such maxims
embody ‘‘specific’’ and not ‘‘underlying’’ intentions, and hence are not true maxims
at all; the FUL applies only to the latter.11 But this distinction is untenable and
arbitrary, for no clear criteria are available for distinguishing the two sorts of

8 Peter Singer, ‘‘Famine, Affluence, and Morality,’’ Philosophy and Public Affairs 1 (1972), p. 233.
9 Christine Korsgaard, The Constitution of Agency: Essays On Practical Reason and Moral Psychology
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), pp. 122–123.
10 Barbara Herman, The Practice of Moral Judgment (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1993), pp. 138–139.
11 Onora (Nell) O’Neill, Constructions of Reason: Explorations of Kant’s Moral Philosophy (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1989), p. 87.
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intentions. Indeed, the distinction seems to be relational rather than predicative; one
intention may underlie another, but that does not imply that there are two fixed
categories of intentions, the underlying and the specific. Furthermore, we can simply
postulate an agent who follows MLHD not as a specific intention conforming to
some broader ones, like traveling safely or being economically and socially
productive, but as an underlying intention, subservient to no others. Obviously this
agent would be fanatically immoral, but the FUL cannot convict him of this, for his
maxim passes its test easily.

Another possible but rather desperate response is to try to save the FUL by
abandoning its claim to supremacy, postulating ad hoc mechanisms for using it
sparingly or only in specialized cases, or perhaps using it more broadly yet
supplementing it with ‘‘special’’ principles for just those situations where it runs into
trouble.12 A related strategy is to abandon the FUL, either entirely, or at least when
the going gets rough, in favor of other versions of the categorical imperative; a turn
to the formula of humanity is especially popular these days. But just as with
O’Neill’s suggestion that the FUL should only be applied to certain intentions and
not others, such appeals are arbitrary and unmotivated, and allow our intuitions to
run the show instead of being part of a rational test precisely for testing and
justifying those intuitions. Such moves are simultaneously correct on one level, yet
premature; for the FUL as stated is indeed hopelessly wrong, yet can be fixed by
reconceptualizing what we mean by ‘‘universalization.’’

The pattern of these counter-examples is that the kind of problem the FUL
identifies as a ‘‘contradiction in will’’—an implicit willing that we be deprived of
the necessary conditions for satisfying our willed ends—fails to appear in U worlds
where everyone is following (and has always followed) the maxim, but appears only
in non-U worlds where not everyone is following the same maxim. But the situation
is even worse than this, for there are other very terrible maxims which pass the FUL
because they generate such a contradiction neither in U worlds nor in non-U worlds.
Consider:

The Maxim of Random Killing (MRK): Once each morning, I will roll 10 six-
sided dice; if they all come up six, I will kill one innocent person that day if I find
it to my advantage to do so, and otherwise behave normally.

MRK once again passes the FUL, for while its universal adoption imposes
unjustified risks upon all persons, including myself, there is no rational end of any
agent which its universal adoption makes impossible to satisfy. This includes the
end, authorized by the maxim itself, of obtaining whatever advantage might be
obtained by some killing, and successfully engaging in the killing itself. Indeed,
most human lives would be completed without the antecedent conditions of the
maxim ever coming to pass. Unlike the first four maxims above, the problems this
one generates do not become worse in non-U worlds, rather they are moderated; the
harm threatened to rational agents by the maxim increases in strict proportion to the
number of agents following it, and is maximized when all do so, yet without ever
making it impossible for any agents to satisfy their rational ends.

12 See, for instance, Korsgaard, op. cit. (1996), p. 154.
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These two classes of maxims present two distinct problems for the FUL test. But
they are connected in a peculiar way, the one supporting the other, in the tradition of
applying the FUL established by Kant. Only when we correct both simultaneously
will we begin to move towards a corrected categorical imperative which satisfies the
hopes that Kant originally had for a supreme principle of morality.

2 The Solution: Supervenience and Satisfaction Probability Principles

Given the pattern of the counter-examples, the solutions to them are not hard to
identify.

The first problem is addressed if, rather than asking whether we can will that all
agents follow the maxim in question, we ask whether we can will that any agent do
so; or to put it another way, I must be able to will, of each possible agent, that this
agent follow the maxim—including in possible worlds where some other agents are
not doing so. This test was formally described in the last century as the requirement
of moral supervenience: that we only judge our action A as permissible in some
circumstances C to pursue an end E if we could judge it as permissible for any agent
in the same circumstances (aka, supervenience base, where this includes C and the
attempt to pursue E), where ‘‘other agents are doing the same thing’’ is not by any
means necessarily a part of the supervenience base. Such a test will identify
contradictions in will which result precisely when some, but not all, agents follow
the maxim, a problem which is invisible to the FUL test, or any similar procedure
which limits our attention just to U worlds where all (or most) agents are following
the same maxim. Examples of these include Habermas’ principle ‘‘U’’, Scanlon’s
‘‘contractualism,’’ most versions of rule utilitarianism, and M.G. Singer’s ‘‘gener-
alization argument’’ according to which if the consequences of everyone’s acting in
a certain way would be undesirable, then no one ought to act in that way without a
reason—though his earlier-stated ‘‘generalization principle’’ that ‘‘what is right (or
wrong) for one person must be right (or wrong) for any (relevantly) similar person
in (relevantly) similar circumstances’’, is simply another formulation of the
supervenience principle.13 Incidentally, while the same mistake is made in Kant’s
third ‘‘kingdom of ends’’ formulation of the categorical imperative, this error is not
made in the formula of humanity, which simply requires that we always respect
humanity wherever it appears. Here, the relevant universality condition is
unrestricted, as in the supervenience test, instead of asking us to determine, say,
whether a world in which everyone acted as we propose to do would embody
respect for humanity. This, and not the fact that the second formulation specifies a
‘‘content’’ for the moral will, may be part of why it often works better than the FUL
(showing, of course, that it cannot possibly be identical to it, as is sometimes

13 Karl-Otto Apel, Selected Essays Volume 2: Ethics and the Theory of Rationality. Ed. Eduardo
Mendieta (Atlantic Highlands, N.J.: Humanities Press International, 1996), p. 198ff; Thomas Scanlon,
What We Owe To Each Other (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1998); Brad Hooker, Ideal
Code, Real World: A Rule-Consequentialist Theory of Morality (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000); George
Marcus Singer, Generalization in Ethics: An Essay in the Logic of Ethics, with the Rudiments of a System
of Moral Philosophy (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), pp. 66ff and p. 5 respectively.
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claimed). But I will not otherwise comment on the equivalency or adequacy of the
alternative formulations.

The second problem is addressed if we recognize that I do not contradict my will
merely when I will the impossibility of my ends being satisfied, but also do so when
I simply will the reduced probability of their being satisfied (ceteris paribus; for we
often have competing ends, and it can be rational to sacrifice the satisfaction, or
probability of satisfaction, of one for another). The problem with MRK is not that
willing its universal adoption, or its adoption by any agents in isolation, wills the
impossibility of my satisfying my ends, but simply that it wills the reduced
probability of all my ends being satisfied. This is a more general condition of
rational willing which includes the possibility condition Kant insisted upon (for if I
will the impossibility of satisfying my ends, this is simply taking the probability
condition to its limit, by willing that their probability of satisfaction be zero), but
which also includes a host of other constraints. If I choose a defective tool for a job,
like trying to pound a nail into a wooden board with a geologist’s hammer when a
larger one is available, then I am acting irrationally, even if there remains some
(smaller) probability of satisfying my end than a more effective tool would have
allowed. Since social conditions—including the behavior of others—often affect the
probability of my satisfying my ends, willing that others follow maxims which have
this effect on my ends is likewise irrational, even if this does not will the
impossibility of their satisfaction.

By broadening our conception of what counts as non-contradictory willing, this
condition allows us to easily distinguish between two types of maxims which have
baffled some commentators on the FUL: those involving free-riding and those
involving harmless coordination strategies. For insofar as (any number of) other
agents follow legitimate coordination maxims (so that some of us sell, and others
buy, clockwork trains, and we do not all become dentists or arrive at the tennis
courts simultaneously, and so forth), my ends are more likely to be satisfied. But
insofar as they follow free-riding maxims, my ends are less likely to be satisfied.
This is what makes the first maxims right, and the latter wrong. The question of
what will happen if everyone in my world follows these maxims is almost
completely irrelevant. As Herman noted, both sorts of maxims can be made
universalizable with implicit qualifications in their antecedent conditions.14 But we
can now see that this is beside the point. It is irrational to will of any agent that she
perform some free-riding action that undermines—by not contributing to—some
social good, even if not everyone else is doing it, and even if this comes nowhere
near making the satisfaction of my ends impossible. However willing that any such
agent follows coordination maxims increases the chance of satisfying my rational
ends. We need not appeal to special qualifications on an ad hoc basis as Herman
feared, for applying the combined principles of moral supervenience and
satisfaction probability maximization suffices to distinguish the good maxims from
the bad ones.

In short, we should reject these two dogmas of Kantian ethics—first, the belief
that the proper kind of universalization for a supreme principle of morality involves

14 Op. cit., pp. 138–139.
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asking what maxims we can will that all persons in a world follow, and second, that
the test for the failure of such willing is that the imagined result make the
satisfaction of some end(s) of yours impossible. They should be replaced with the
supervenience principle and the probability-maximization test respectively.

Of course, there are almost as many interpretations of Kant’s ethics as Kantian
scholars, and not all accept these two dogmas. Nevertheless, the dogmas are clearly
found in the Kantian text as documented above, and its repetition in his other works
and in many commentators on Kant show their pervasive influence.15 It is
impossible to comment on all alternative interpretations, but some actually come
close to my position. It is illustrative to consider one promoted by Thomas Pogge,
Allen Wood, and others16: that the FUL asks us to imagine a U world, not where
everyone actually follows some maxim, but where everyone takes themselves to be
permitted to do so, though cannot be relied upon to actually do so. As this forces us
to consider a range of worlds in which any number of agents (from one to all of
them) actually implement the maxim, and to design our maxims accordingly, this
approach is another way of stating the supervenience principle. Using very different
wording, some other philosophers have at times interpreted Kant’s FUL as being
identical with supervenience, though typically without saying so, and ignoring the
essential appeal Kant often makes to the problems certain maxims generate in U
worlds.17 Naturally those interpretations which give a role to supervenience (even if
by another name) are congenial to the present position, but these other authors do
not seem generally to have considered the full implications of this move, including
the need to replace the necessity condition with the probability-affecting condition
given above to make this test fit the canons of rationality, let alone to actually work
as a plausible moral test. There is also little basis for this idea in the Kantian texts,
so these seem to be (laudable) replacements or corrections, rather than interpre-
tations, of the FUL (but see §4 below on Kant’s pre-FUL stage-setting).

3 False Impossibility and Inconceivability Claims Within Kantian Ethics

The substitution of universality within a world for supervenience is a separate error
from restricting contradictions in will to the supposedly necessary conditions for
satisfying our ends instead of probability-increasing conditions for the same. But
these two errors work hand in hand within Kantian ethics, because many of the
traditional examples used for applying the FUL make the second problem invisible.

15 Kant, CPrR 5:69; O’Neill, op. cit., p. 70ff; ; Korsgaard, op. cit. (1996), pp. 81–82; Sally Sedgwick,
Kant’s Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals: An Introduction (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2008), pp. 111–116; Stephen Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge: A Study of the
Categorical Imperative (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2009), pp. 39–40, 158, 211; Henry
Allison, Kant’s Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals: A Commentary (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2011), p. 186.
16 Thomas Pogge, ‘‘The Categorical Imperative,’’ in Paul Guyer (ed.), Kant’s Groundwork of the
Metaphysics of Morals: Critical Essays (New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 1998); Allen W. Wood,
Kant’s Ethical Thought (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), p. 80.
17 For instance, Ido Geiger, ‘‘What is the Use of the Universal Law Formula of the Categorical
Imperative?’’ British Journal for the History of Philosophy 18 (2010).
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The narrow focus of Kantian universalization makes it appear that the willing it
involves would close off all possibilities of the threatened ends being satisfied. Yet
this is an illusion, for this condition fails to truly foreclose all such possibilities.

Consider the second of his famous four examples from the Groundwork: the
maxim of falsely promising to repay a loan. We know that if we, or even a few other
agents here and there, follow such a maxim, this will marginally decrease the
chance that we will be able to use it to get a loan, since trust amongst people will
diminish somewhat so that greater scrutiny will be given to such requests, and
greater security sought for such loans. Yet such a result will not shut out the market
entirely, as long as enough other people follow maxims of honest promising, and we
can slip our own deceptive request into this stream.

When we restrict our attention, as the FUL requires, to just those possible worlds
where all agents are following the maxim we propose to act on—so that lying
promises abound and no one seriously considers themselves bound by a promise to
repay a loan when this is inconvenient to them—it appears that we have closed off
this possibility. The FUL test then looks stronger than the test of moral
supervenience, for we know that in some of the non-U worlds supervenience
would have us consider (including the real one in which we live) there would remain
some possibility that lying promises would get believed.18 But in the Kantian test
this is no longer possible; in a world where everyone followed our maxim it seems
that no one would risk making such a loan, so the maxim fails the FUL test, and we
reach the intuitively correct answer that the maxim is morally wrong.19

However this reasoning is completely mistaken, on two counts. First, we could
simply understand the moral supervenience test as showing that we must not
contradict our will in any class of worlds identified by the number (or combination/
pattern) of agents following it, worlds which we implicitly authorize by our willing
of the maxim for ourselves. Such a supervenience test would include the FUL test as
a special case, and would remain a stronger test, potentially able to identify
contradictions in will which appear only in non-U worlds, as well as those found in
the U worlds which the FUL focuses on. Hence, passing the FUL test is a necessary
but not a sufficient condition of a maxim’s moral acceptability, which may help
explain why so many examples of its application—which are often negative—make
it look more plausible than it is. Many Kantians even glide from the necessary to the
sufficiency claim, or from construing Kant’s test as supervenient universality to
construing it as the non-supervenient U world test he uses in his applications of the
FUL, without even realizing what a vast logical gulf they are leaping, suggesting
that this mistake is a deeply entrenched habit (one author even calls the move from
seeing the FUL test as ‘‘necessary’’ to ‘‘sufficient’’ a ‘‘trivial inference’’).20 Derek
Parfit notes exactly this point about the inadequacy of Kant’s conception of
universalization halfway through his latest monograph, and hence urges the

18 Berys Gaut and Samuel Kerstein, ‘‘The Derivation without the Gap: Rethinking Groundwork I,’’ The
Kantian Review 3 (1999), p. 20.
19 See O’Neill, op. cit., p. 99.
20 See Patricia Kitcher, ‘‘Kant’s Argument for the Categorical Imperative,’’ Nous 38 (2004), especially at
p. 571 and p. 578; see also Engstrom, op. cit., pp. 124–125 (compare to p. 158).
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adoption of just such an improved version of the FUL with this less restrictive
universalization test, yet curiously he neither identifies his newer formula with
moral supervenience, nor refers to this condition later in his book.21

But the supervenience test works even better once we abandon Kant’s idea that a
contradiction in will is generated only by willing the impossibility of satisfying
one’s ends, and instead generalize it to willing their decreased probability of
satisfaction. Clearly the existence of one world (whether a U world or not) where
the following of the maxim by some other agents makes it less likely than an
alternative maxim would (whether making it impossible or not), for us to satisfy our
rational ends would present a contradiction in our wills, forcing us to abandon that
maxim, perhaps for a more complex one that gave different instructions about which
actions to perform in such worlds to avoid just this problem, in effect adding to the
number of qualifications the test forces upon us to make it pass the test, along the
lines of those discussed by Korsgaard.

The issue of heavily-qualified maxims may suggest another argument often given
against supposing that moral supervenience is an adequate fundamental principle of
morality: that it is too easy for an agent to define the supervenience base of her
action so narrowly as to only apply to the present situation, or to favor persons like
herself or with ends like hers, as against others. This is ironic since the FUL is, of
course, vulnerable to the same sort of counter-examples, which are false positives of
a quite different sort than the ones discussed above, so it is at least not easy for
Kantians to use this argument against the supervenience test.22 But the solution to
this kind of counter example is so trivial that it is nothing short of astounding that it
has not been generally recognized long ago: simply observe that the decision to
generate and act on such self-privileging maxims is itself a second-order maxim,
and one that generates a massive contradiction in will under either the FUL or
supervenience tests.23 In the face of such decisive failure, such maxims should be
banished to the outer darkness where they belong.

A second flaw in FUL-style reasoning about the U world in the case of the lying
promise, and similar cases mutatis mutandis, is that it is based on a false, though
deceptively plausible, premise: that it will be impossible to get a loan in a world
where everyone follows a maxim of false promising. This is incorrect. It is possible
that even in such a world, the person from whom I am requesting funds will be
struck by a fit of madness, or have his brain hit by cosmic rays, or be affected in
some other strange way so as to (irrationally) grant me the needed loan. It is also
possible that the person is simply a natural idiot, or young and naı̈ve, unaware of the
deceptive practices of others, and happens not to have been taken advantage often

21 Derek Parfit, On What Matters (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), p. 318.
22 Allen W. Wood’s Kantian Ethics (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), p. 72.
23 Andrew Sneddon, ‘‘A New Kantian Response to Maxim-Fiddling,’’ Kantian Review 16 (2011); see
also George Marcus Singer, Generalization in Ethics: An Essay in the Logic of Ethics, with the Rudiments
of a System of Moral Philosophy (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), pp. 23–24; Alan Gewirth,
‘‘Categorial Consistency in Ethics,’’ The Philosophical Quarterly 17 (1967), pp. 290–291; Jeffrey
Wattles, The Golden Rule (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996); Jouni Reinikainen, ‘‘The Golden
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enough in the past so as to be unable to supply my own current needs. All this is true
even if the loaner himself is prepared to follow the maxim; he might foolishly be
unaware that others share it.

None of these options are very likely, of course; nor would it be rational in most
circumstances to count on any of these possibilities. But they remain possible for all
that; and hence it is not impossible for me to act on the maxim of a lying promise,
and even to satisfy the end thereof. If such impossibility is the criterion of
contradicting my will, Kant’s conception of such a contradiction is a miserable
failure. It only appeared to work by cherry-picking its examples, and misdirecting
our attention, to sustain the illusion that certain background conditions would make
some end impossible to attain, when in fact they only made this extremely unlikely.
The Kantian strategy for deriving ethical norms appears to essentially involve
selectively (and incorrectly) elevating certain facilitative conditions of an end’s
satisfaction to the status of supposedly necessary conditions, while failing to do so
for a host of other possible facilitative conditions which also affect the probability
of an end’s satisfaction. It is no wonder, then, that such reasoning often results in
rigid deontological norms, including many which baffle consequentialists who insist
upon attention to a greater range of facilitative conditions for an end’s satisfaction.

The same points can be made about Kant’s fourth case, concerning the maxim of
non-benevolence. For the universalization of such a maxim obviously does not
make it impossible for me to satisfy any of my ends, just less likely that I will do so
(for I might just get lucky, and never actually need the help of others).

The cases of false promising, non-benevolence, and the ever-popular budging-in-
front-of-a-line, are popular ways of presenting the FUL test, perhaps because of the
simplicity of the scenarios. But they are deceptive because they confuse true
impossibility with low probability. One possible explanation for the apparent
plausibility they lend to the FUL is that they are cases of linear harm leading up to
complete frustration: the more people who follow these maxims, the more likely
that other agents will not have their ends satisfied, up to the limit where everyone is
following the maxims, and everyone has such ends frustrated. But many maxims,
like my first four counter-examples, involve non-linear harm: the frustration of ends
only occurs when some people are following the maxims while others are not, and
vanishes abruptly just when everyone follows the maxims. My fifth counter-
example is linear in its effects, but shows that the limiting case of everyone
following some maxims still does not lead to guaranteed frustration of the relevant
ends. Whether Kant himself was taken in by this implicit linearity assumption is
unclear, but it might partly explain why the FUL test seems appealing when we
apply it just to cases where this assumption is true.

Of course, the same criticisms given above against Kant’s contradiction in will
test can often be given against Kant’s claim that the universalization of some
maxims presents a contradiction in conception. Such contradictions might be
imagined in cases where some action rests upon the continuation of a social practice
which would be undermined if the maxim’s action was universally performed—for
example, universal lying or promise-breaking would undermine anyone’s expec-
tation that one’s words even constituted a claim or promise. Yet such maxims can
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still be acted upon by everyone, if everyone mistakenly believed that the social
institution exists; again, this is not impossible, just very unlikely.

Self-deception over what counts as a ‘‘necessary’’ condition for the satisfaction of
some end, the absence of which would make its satisfaction ‘‘impossible,’’ is not
merely a contingent risk of the Kantian FUL test. It is part and parcel of the test,
which could never have begun to work without it. The universality condition of the
FUL is logically weaker than supervenience and hence cannot force maxims to
satisfy this minimal criterion of morality, and the restriction of ‘‘non-contradiction’’
to avoidance of impossibility conditions makes the FUL weaker still. This
necessitates the subterfuge of pretending that impossibility conditions exist where
they do not. This leads to arbitrariness and equivocation, through the surreptitious
mis-identification of such conditions in ways which support whatever biases or
deontological results the user of the test might want to promote. If you think lying is
wrong, for example, it’s easy to support this by claiming that maxims of lying, when
universalized, make the satisfaction of any end via lying impossible—as long as you
are willing to ignore two crucial facts. First, that the latter claim is not even
remotely true, and second, that there are many conditions (as when you are being
hidden by a friend from an assassin, to pick a case not quite at random) when a well-
chosen lie is, if not necessary to, at least a strong probability-increasing condition
of, your continued existence as a rational being, and hence willing the omission of
the lie is deeply irrational because this makes the satisfaction of most of your
rational ends extremely unlikely (although, again, not quite impossible).

The Kantian misuse of the concepts of impossibility and inconceivability bring to
mind Inigo Montoya’s rebuke to Vizzini’s overuse of ‘‘inconceivable!’’ in The
Princess Bride: ‘‘I do not think that word means what you think it means.’’ If
something is logically possible, it is not inconceivable, however surprising or
unlikely it might be given our background knowledge and antecedent expectations.
But this is no mere verbal quibble, for the elevation of one condition contributing to
the probability of satisfying some end over the host of other probability-affecting
conditions is an arbitrary privileging. It is a key element in Kant’s argument for
deontological norms—that is, for the absolute wrongness of certain kinds of
activity, regardless of the consequences. If instead he had said that we contradict our
wills anytime we will that others act in ways that reduce the likelihood that we will
satisfy our rational ends, it would seem more plausible for us to adopt maxims
which maximize the likelihood that others would satisfy such ends in turn. In other
words, one of the major divisions between Kantian and consequentialist ethics
would have collapsed. The claim that this division can be crossed is not new; for
instance, R.M. Hare thought that the FUL entailed consequentialism, because he
thought it was already identical with moral supervenience.24 He was wrong, but
ironically so, for Hare’s supervenience test is not identical to but superior to the
FUL.

24 Richard Mervyn Hare, ‘‘Could Kant Have Been a Utilitarian?’’ Sorting Out Ethics (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2000), p. 161 [revised from first appearance in Utilitas 5 (1993)].
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4 Supervenience in the Groundwork

So far the argument is simply offering a replacement to Kant’s FUL test, one which
works better than his in a range of cases—including the ones often used to support
the FUL. And this much is true. But it would only be a half-truth to say that it
replaces his notion of a categorical imperative with a superior notion, for it turns out
that his original desiderata for a supreme moral principle described the kind of
universalization associated with supervenience. He then simply assumed (in a subtle
but profound logical mistake which has gone largely unnoticed for 200 years) that
the universalization of the FUL satisfied these desiderata, when it does not.

Consider Kant’s prefatory remarks building up to his derivation of the FUL. To
determine which maxims are rationally and hence morally permissible to act on,
Kant argues that we need a ‘‘supreme practical principle’’ which must take the form
of a law of our will (G 4:411). Since such a law would be a ‘‘categorical’’
imperative, objectively valid for all rational beings and binding upon the will of
each regardless of what conditions the being may find itself in, it must contain ‘‘no
condition to which it would be limited’’ (G 4:421), i.e. it must not be heteronomous,
and hence only applicable or binding under certain conditions, for example given
the ends or circumstances of some particular agent (G 4:433). Rather it must be
applicable to all possible rational beings as such, by simply requiring that ‘‘the
maxim of the action should conform to a universal law’’ (G 4:421).

To understand this, consider again O’Neill’s schema for a maxim M: In
circumstances C, I will do action A, to achieve end E. By insisting that the moral
judgment we apply to a maxim (a positive one, if we will our own following of it) be
subject to no limiting conditions, Kant is essentially saying that the moral judgment
of any performance of A supervenes upon the condition that the agent is in C and
seeking to achieve end E. Once these are established, no other conditions are
allowed to affect A’s moral status: if A is permissible to will for one agent in C and
pursuing E, and purportedly because of these facts holding true, then it is
permissible in any such circumstance, i.e. for any other agent in C and pursuing E.

But when Kant actually states the FUL as a version of this categorical imperative,
he abandons the supervenience requirement for a quite different one. In fact, he adds
a limiting condition to the agent’s judgment, by requiring that we only consider
whether A can be willed in circumstances in which all other agents will follow M.
To put it another way, I am to suppose that I am in circumstances where, if I follow
M, all other agents will do so as well; if it would in this case be rational for me to
choose to follow M (i.e., I would not contradict my will should I do so), then, Kant
suggests, M is rational, justifiable, and moral in my present circumstances.

But this is a palpably unjustified conclusion, for I am not in, and am almost
certainly never going to be in, any such situation. Hence Kant is asking me to guide
my current behavior, regardless of what situation I am actually in, according to what
this hypothetical agent in a situation radically different from my own would find
rational to do. Since I am not that agent, the FUL’s test asks that my will be guided
by the will of an agent other than ourselves. In other words, the FUL is a
heteronomous ethical principle.
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Many will find this conclusion shocking. But we can reduce the shock, and
simultaneously make Kant’s move here more plausible (while continuing to
recognize it as an error) by further diagnosing his mistake. Kant has confused two
quite different forms of ‘‘universalizability,’’ aka of lawfulness, in this stage of his
argument. The first is the universal following by agents, within some world, of some
maxim M. The second is my will, with respect to any possible agent, that that agent
follow M. These are elements of the FUL and supervenience tests, respectively. To
be sure, the FUL test also involves willing, but it asks simply whether I can will, in
toto, a world where universal compliance with M reigns. This is very different from
asking whether the following universal formula is the case: for all X, where X
ranges across all possible agents in all possible situations, I will that X follows M.

The notion of universalizability, then, plays very different roles in the FUL and
the supervenience test. In the one case the universalizability ranges over persons in
some world, who are supposed to conform inexorably to M. In the second, it ranges
over my acts of will, as I regard each possible agent as such, in their particular
circumstances—including myself in my own current situation, of course—and
consider the possibility of willing that that agent follow M. If I can do this for every
possible agent, then I have in this other sense universally willed M.

The kind of universality found in the supervenience test is clearly broader than
those of the FUL, explaining why it is a logically stronger test. My earlier arguments
also give us reasons to think it will deliver more intuitively correct results. But do
not just take my word for it: Kant himself insists that the principle of universality
which he ultimately seeks is a ‘‘principle of volition’’ or a ‘‘principle of the will’’
(G 4:399-400), one ‘‘which alone is to serve the will as its principle’’ (G 4:402; my
emphasis on both quotes). We are clearly not talking here about a law which
commands other agents about, but one which guides my will alone, which governs
my acts of willing, both now and into the future. Naturally, if it is a law that is
always valid for my will, regardless of who I am or in what situation I am in, then it
is valid for all other agents as well; but we must not confuse, as Kant appears to
have done, the question of the law’s validity for an agent with the question of what
form the law takes, and what it ranges over or how it operates as it is adopted by
some agent for whom it is valid.

Mixed in with these same passages, Kant begins to use more ambiguous
language, and then shifts again to speaking of laws with the wrong range. He
asserted that the supreme principle of practical reason must take the form of a law
whose content could be analytically derived from the observation that it must
contain, ‘‘beyond the law, only the necessity that the maxim be in conformity with
this law’’ (G 4:402). The requirement of ‘‘conformity’’ with law might be
ambiguous, for I could be forced to conform to it from external compulsion, or I
may choose to conform to it because it is a logical or constitutive requirement of my
will being self-governing. But the reference to which law we are speaking of is not:
it is the law of the categorical imperative. Yet when he finally purports to describe
this law in the form of the FUL, its form and the examples of its application discuss
the possibility of some maxim becoming a universal law for all agents in a world.
We have lost here the idea of the universality of the law being one that governs my
will from the inside, and one which is a principle of my will or which serves my will
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as a source of judgment covering all possible situations. He is no longer speaking of
the categorical imperative as a law, but of maxims as laws; and not of laws of my
will, but of external and contingent laws which order people (including myself)
about in some world. The universality no longer ranges over my acts of will, but
rather is part of a description of a state of affairs which I am to will.

We cannot diagnose all the possible grounds for Kant’s confusion here, but
perhaps one is that of a false analogy between natural laws and the laws of the will
which he sought, as implied by his remark, while setting up the principle of a
rational will, that ‘‘everything in nature works according to laws’’ (G 4:412),
without ever distinguishing between the ranges of such laws and those of laws
governing a rational agent’s will.25 For natural laws indeed dictate the universality
of some phenomena, but only within a world. This is both too weak a constraint—
for other worlds might have different laws than ours, while fundamental moral
principles should not vary on such a contingent basis—and too strong a constraint,
for natural laws impose themselves upon their objects without the latter’s choice. If
we are seeking a principle which is not a law imposed upon us, and which our will
serves, but rather a law which ‘‘is to serve the will as its principle’’ (G 4:402) then
we must seek one which can rationally (i.e., without contradiction) govern our will,
not merely one which can be followed by all persons in a U world.

In conclusion, we should reject the twin dogmas of Kantian ethics that the FUL
test represents the condition Kant sought for ‘‘conforming’’ our wills to a universal
law, and that a contradiction in will is generated solely by willing the (largely
imaginary) conditions under which it would be impossible to satisfy our ends. When
we replace the former with the test of moral supervenience, and identify the latter
with willing the decreased probability of satisfying our ends, we solve a variety of
problems within the logic of Kantian ethics, and cast away a raft of its more
implausible implications. No interpretation of Kantian ethics, or any ethical system
inspired by it, has any hope of working unless we make this fundamental
substitution, which at least in part returns us to what Kant originally intended before
he made his subtle but momentous error in confusing two kinds of
universalization.26

25 See also CPrR 5:67–71.
26 I wish to thank an anonymous Journal of Value Inquiry reviewer for some useful comments on an
earlier draft.
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